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ber 42 and will be confined against movement toward or 
away from the frame member 42. 

Rotation of screw shaft 58 in one direction within the 
ball nut 70 will cause movement of frame member 42 
toward the side plate 12 and rotation of the screw shaft 
53 in the opposite direction will cause movement of 
frame member 42 away from side piate 12. Stop 77 is pro 
vided on screw shaft 58 to prevent the screw shaft from 
becoming disassociated from the ball nut 70. Since the 
frame members 42 and 44 and the tilt rollers 46 and 48 
are interconnected as a subassembly, the tilt rollers will 
be moved to move the web transversely of the line of 
travel of the moving web 22 and the support frame means. 

Referring to FIGS. 2, 5, 6 and 7, there is seen the con 
nection of the tilt rollers 46 and 48 to the frame men 
bers 42 and 44 and the connection of the frame members 
42 and 44 to the bracket members 33 and 40. Each roiler 
45 and 48 is carried on a shaft 47 and 49, respectively, 
that is journaled at its ends in the frame members 42 and 
44, respectively. Only one shaft bearing arrangement is 
shown in detail and it will be understood that the roller 
shafts 47 and 49 are similarly journaled at each end. 
Carried on the end of roller shaft 49 is a spherical bear 
ing 78 having a convex outer surface that is adapted to 
cooperate with a complementary bearing 79 having a 
concave surface thereon. Retaining means comprising a 
washer 80 and screw 81 are provided to maintain spherical 
bearing 78 in place against shoulder 82 on shaft 49 that 
carries roller 48. Retaining means 83 comprising a retain 
ing ring is provided to hold bearing 79 in place on frame 
member 42. 

Elongated pins 84 and 85 are non-rotatably affixed 
in openings extending through connecting link 52 at 
each end thereof. Spherical bearings 86 and 87 are pro 
vided at each end of each pin 84 and 85. The spherical 
bearings 86 and 87 cooperate with complementary bear 
ings 88 and 89. When assembled on the box tilt sup 
port frame, the bearings 88 and 89 are disposed in re 
cesses or counterbores in the upper and lower frame parts 
42 and 42 of frame member 42. The frame parts 42 
and 42 are retained in spaced relationship by block 
means 42° and 42d which are connected to the frame parts 
42 and 42 by screw means 99 which cooperate with in 
ternally threaded openings or bores in blocks 420 and 
42d. Block 42 functions as a spacer and block 42d re 
ceives the bearings for journaling an end of roller shaft 49. 

Rollers 24, 30, 46 and 48 are each provided with an 
opening therethrough for receiving the respective roller 
support shaft 26, 32, 47 and 49. Suitable means, such as 
retaining collars are provided to fixedly secure each roller 
to its shaft for rotation therewith. 

Considering FIGS. 2 and 10, there will be better under 
stood the movement of the rollers 46 and 48 with re 
spect to one another and to the moving web 22. Links 50, 
52 and links 54, 56 are maintained parallel to one another. 
Frame members 42 and 44 are maintained parallel to 
bracket members 38 and 46. However, as the tilt frame 
subassembly 36 is moved from its central position, shown 
in FIG. 2, by virtue of rotation of actuating shaft 58 in 
response to a misalignment signal sensed by photoelectric 
scanner 62, the angle between each connecting link and 
its associated bracket member changes, causing canting 
of the tilt rollers with respect to the line of web travel. 
As seen in FIG. 10, the screw shaft 58 has moved frame 
member 42 to the left. The angle a defined between the 
connecting links and the bracket members when the web 
is centered changes. An angle c, which is less than angle 
a, is defined between connecting links 50 and 52 and 
bracket member 38. The angle b is defined between the 
connecting links 54, 56 and the bracket member 40. The 
angle b is larger than the angle a. as a consequence, rollers 
46 and 48 are retained in parallel relationship to one 
another, however, the rollers are canted and the geometric 
figure defined by the rollers 46 and 48 and the frame mem 
bers 42 and 44 shifts from a rectangle to a rhomboid. 
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4. 
The simultaneous movement of the tilt rollers 46 and 

48 acts upon the moving web 22 to effect a precise re 
alignment thereof. The tilt box assembly 10 may be spaced 
close to a printing machine or like piece of equipment 
that requires introduction of a moving web thereinto in 
a precise manner. 
There has been provided by the present invention a 

novel box tilt assembly comprising an entrance roller, 
an exit roller, and a pair of tilt rollers carried in a tilt 
frame for supporting and guiding the moving web be 
tween the entrance and exit rollers. The tilt frame is 
moved responsive to actuation of a screw shaft to cant 
the tilt rollers with respect to the line of travel of the 
moving web. The screw shaft is driven by a control motor 
responsive to a misalignment signal sensed by a photo 
electric scanner disposed adjacent the edge of the moving 
web. Canting of the tilt rollers will cause realignment of 
the moving web by physically moving the web trans 
versely. 
An important feature of a presently preferred form 

of the invention is that the plane passing through the 
axes of the tilt rollers is maintained parallel with the 
plane passing through the axes of the entrance and exit 
rollers. The tilt roll subassembly movement is capable of 
maintaining a precise alignment of the moving web 
within plus or minus .005 inch tolerance from the guide 
edge of the moving web. 
The box tilt assembly may be mounted horizontally as 

shown or it may be mounted at an angle to the horizontal. 
The scanning means may be adapted to control from an 
edge of the moving web, as illustrated, or a scanning con 
trol means may be used that is operative to maintain the 
moving web centered between two fixed points. 
While I have shown a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention, it will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that the invention is not so limited, since it 
may be otherwise embodied within the scope of the fol 
lowing claims. 
We claim: 
1. A box tilt assembly for straightening moving webs 

comprising in combination, a support frame comprising 
a pair of spaced side walls, an entrance roller over which 
the web travels journaled in said side wall, a pair of paral 
lel tilt roller each journaled at it end in a tilt frame, 
paraliel links supporting said tilt frame on said side walls, 
each parallel link forming a variabie acute angle with 
the support frame, the acute angles of all parallel links 
being on the same side with respect to the direction of 
Web travel, means on said support frame for actuating 
said tilt frame in response to a predetermined position of 
the Web to provide a canting movement of the pair of tilt 
rollers to move the web transversely to maintain web 
alignment, and an exit roller over which the web travels 
journaled in said side walls, the axes of the entrance roller 
and exit roller being parallel to one another. 

2. A box tilt assembly as in claim 1 wherein said 
actuating means comprises a motor driven screw shaft 
cooperating with said tilt frame. 

3. A box-tilt assembly as in claim 2 wherein said actu 
ating means includes a photoelectric scanner carried on 
said support frame. 

4. A box-tilt assembly as in claim 3 wherein the photo 
electiic scanner for sensing the transverse position of the 
moving. Web is disposed on the support frame between 
the exit roller and the tilt rollers. 

5. A box-tilt assembly as in claim 2 wherein yoke 
means are pivotally carried on the tilt frame and a ball 
nut is carried by the yoke means, said screw shaft co 
operating with said ball nut, whereby rotation of said 
Screw shaft will cause movement of said tilt frame trans 
versely of the line of travel of the moving web in a plane 
parallel to the plane passing through the axes of the en 
trance and exit rollers. 

6. A box-tilt assembly as in claim 1 wherein the rollers 
are at each end carried on the tilt frame in spherical 
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bearings to accommodate rotation of the rollers and also 
canting of the rollers with respect to the tilt frame. 

7. A box-tilt assembly for straightening moving webs 
comprising, in combination, a support frame including a 
pair of spaced side walls, entrance roller means rotatably 
carried in said side walls, exit roller means rotatably car 
ried in said side walls, a tilt-frame assembly including a 
pair of tilt roller means rotatably carried in a tilt frame, 
a pair of parallel link members at each side of said tilt 
frame for supporting said tilt frame on said side walls, 
the moving web being trained over said entrance roller 
means, said tilt roller means, and said exit roller means, 
each link member being pivotally joined at one end to a 
side wall and at the other end to the tilt frame, with the 
planes passing through the pivot axes of the link members 
at one side of the tilt frame converging with the planes 
passing through the pivot axes of the link members at the 
other side of the tilt frame in a direction opposite the 
longitudinal direction of travel of the moving web, and 
means on the support frame for actuating the tilt frame 
to cant the tilt rollers for moving the moving web trans 
versely of its longitudinal line of travel to maintain web 
alignment, the plane passing through the axes of the en 
trance roller means and exit roller means being parallel 
to the plane passing through the axes of the tilt rollers. 

8. A box-tilt assembly for straightening moving webs 
comprising, in combination, a support frame including a 
pair of spaced side walls, an entrance roller rotatably 
supported between said side walls, an exit roller rotatably 
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supported between said side walls in parallel relationship 
to said entrance roller, a tilt frame, a pair of tilt rollers 
journaled on said tilt frame, the axes of the tilt rollers 
being parallel, a pair of parallel links at each side of said 
tilt frame for movably supporting said tilt frame between 
said side walls, the moving web being guided under said 
entrance roller, over said tilt rollers, and under said exit 
roller, each link being pivotally joined at one end to a 
side wall and at the other end to the tilt frame, the axes 
of the links on opposite sides of the tilt frame converging, 
with at least a component of the force acting on the links 
being in a direction opposite to the force applied to the 
tilt frame and tilt rollers carried thereby responsive to the 
longitudinal direction of travel of the moving web, and 
means on the support frame for actuating the tilt frame 
responsive to misalignment of the moving web from a 
predetermined position to cant the tilt rollers with respect 
to the longitudinal line of travel of the moving web to 
move the web transversely to realign the web. 
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